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ULTRAFUNCTORS 

ANDY R. MAGID 

Let G be a functor from commutative rings to abelian groups and let 
{Rt : i G S} be a family of commutative rings indexed by the set S. Let J ^ 
be an ultrafilter on S, and let YiRJ^ denote the ultraproduct of the Rt with 
respect to J r . This paper studies the problem of computing G(T[Ri/^') 
from the G(Rj) via the map 

(*) G(HRi/#')-+IlG(Ri)/#: 

The functors studied are Pic = Picard group, Br — Brauer group, U = units, 
and the functors KQ, K\, SKi, K2 of Algebraic i£-Theory. For G = Pic, U, 
Ki and SKi, (*) is always a monomorphism. An example is given to show that 
even if all the Rt are finite fields the map (*) has a kernel for G = K2. For the 
remaining functors, a necessary and sufficient condition on the family {Ri} 
is given under which (*) is a monomorphism is given, but we do not know if 
there are families which do not satisfy the condition. 

Ultraproducts have been used to construct non-standard models of the 
integers and the real numbers, and our techniques are applied to compute the 
values of the above functors on these models. 

We begin by recalling the definition of ultraproducts (see, for example 
[1, p. 179]): let 5 be a set, &~ an ultrafilter on 5 and {A t : i G S) a family of 
rings or abelian groups indexed by 5. If T is a subset of 5, let I I ^ ^ be the 
product of the A / s for i in T. If 5 Z) T Z) V, we have a projection YlTA t —> 
TLvAi.^

r is directed by containment, and YYAJ^" = dir lim HFAU where 
the maps in the directed system are the above projections, F ranging over 

Definition. Let ^ be a class of commutative rings. A functor G from com
mutative rings to abelian groups is called a *&-ultrajunctor if 

(a) G commutes with arbitrary direct limits and finite products; and 
(b) G(TlRi) -^YlG(Ri) is injective for all families {R^} of commutative 

rings contained in ^ . 

THEOREM 1. Let ^ be a class of commutative rings and G a functor from com
mutative rings to abelian groups satisfying condition (a). Then the map (*) 
above is injective for all ultraproducts of rings in *$ if and only if G is a *€-
ultrafunctor. 

Proof. Let {Ri : i G S} be a family in ^ a n d ^ an ultrafilter on S. Then 

G ( I l R , / ^ ) = GCdirl imlRRi) = dir lim G(XlFRt)9 
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and hence (*) is the direct limit of the maps G(I l F i^ ) -+ UFG(Rt). If G is a 
^-ultrafunctor, these maps are all injective, and hence so is their direct limit 
(*). Now suppose G is not a ^-ultrafunctor and that x ^ 0 is in the kernel 
of G(UaRt) -* U^iRi). Let^o = { FCS: the image of x in G( I l s - F i ^ ) 
is zero}. We will show that J^~o is a filter: clearly 0,t he empty set, is not in J^~0. 
Suppose H and K are in J ^ . Then 

T = S - (HC\K) = (S - H) \J (S - K) = P KJ Q\J R 

where P C 5 - H, R C 5 - K, Q = (5 - H) C\ (S - K) and P, Q, R are 
pairwise disjoint. Then the images of x in G(HpRi), G(TlQRi) and G(HRRi) 
are all zero, being restrictions of images of x in G(TLs-HRi) and G(Hs~KRi); 
since G commutes with finite products, this means the image of x in 

G(UTRt) = G(npRt) X G ( I I ^ , ) X G(Jl*Rt) 

is zero, so H C\ K G J^Q. Finally, suppose that F G ̂ ~o and L Z) F. The 
image of x under the composite G(IIS1?<) -> G(I1S-F^Z) -> G(I15-L^,) is 
zero, so L G ^"V Thus ^"~0 is a filter. Expand #"0 to an ultrafilter &~. Let 
7̂  G ^~, and suppose the image of x in G(II F i^) is zero. Then S — F £ ^~, 
and this is impossible. Thus for all F G ^" , the image of x is non-zero in 
G( I I F i ^ ) . Thus x is non-zero in dir lim G(IIFRt) = GfJlRJ^), but belongs 
to the kernel of (*) since it is already zero in UsG(Rt). Thus if G is not a 
^-ultrafunctor, (*) is not always injective. 

We note that the first part of the proof requires only that G satisfy (b) 
and the first part of (a). 

We record two consequences of Theorem 1 for later use: 

COROLLARY 2. Let G be a ^ -ultrafunctor and {Rt : i G S) a family of com
mutative rings in &. Suppose G(R{) = 0 for all i. Then for any ultrafilter^ 
onS.GiliRJ^) = 0. 

COROLLARY 3. Let G be a %?-ultrafunctor and {Ri : i G S} a family of com
mutative rings in fé\ Suppose there is a commutative ring RQ and ring homo-
morphisms Ro—>Rt for each i G S inducing isomorphisms G(Ro)—^G(Ri) 
and suppose further that G(Ro) is finite. Then for any ultrafilter &~ on 5, 
GiURt/^) = G(Ro). 

Proof. The corollary follows from the fact that the map G(R0) —> HG^Rt)/^ 
induced by the diagonal is an isomorphism (which can be seen, for example, 
by characterizing the finite abelian group G(RQ) be a finite set of equations). 

The second corollary applies, in particular, to the case where all R{ equal R0. 
Next, we examine which of the special functors are ultrafunctors: 

PROPOSITION 4. Pic, Ku SKi and U are ultrafunctors for any class of com
mutative rings. 
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Proof. For Pic, we use that fact that if R = Ili?* and P is a finitely generated 
projective i^-module then P = I I (P ®RRt). Thus if [/] is in the kernel of 
Pic (R) -*IlPic (Rt), I ®RRi = Ri for all i, so [I] = [R] is trivial. For 
Ki, we note that GL(R) = Y\GL(Ri) (GL = general linear group) and hence 
the same formula applies to the abelianization of both sides. The argument 
for U and SKi is similar. 

Example 5. K2 is not an ultrafunctor for any class containing all finite fields: 
let {Rt} be a collection of finite fields such that, for a suitable ultrafilter Ĵ ~ on 
the index set, YVRJ^ is uncountable (such collections exist by [3, Theorem 
5.1.1, p. 387]). By [2, Theorem 11.10, p. 107], K2(URi/J

r) is also countable, 
but by [2, Corollary 9.9, p. 75], each K2(Rt), and hence WK^Ri)/^, is 
zero. Thus (*) is not injective. 

To study the remaining functors, we need to recall that if {Pf} is a collection 
of finitely generated projective modules over corresponding rings {Ri}, then 
P = ILP* is a finitely generated projective R = I IP r module if and only if 
for some n each P t can be generated by n elements. 

The next definition is designed to make possible the propositions which 
follow: 

Definition 6. A class fé7 of commutative rings if KQ-bounded if there is a 
function/ from positive integers to positive integers such that for any R in ^ 
a stably free P-module on n generators has a free complement of r ank / (n ) . 
^ is Br-bounded if there is such a function/ such that for any R in *$ and any 
finitely generated projective i^-module P, if END f l (P) can be generated by 
n elements there is a finitely generated projective ^-module Q with f(n) 
generators such that ENDR(P) = E N D ^ Q ) . 

Note that there are bounded classes: for example, for each d, the class of 
Noetherian rings of dimension at most d, also, the class of local rings. 

PROPOSITION 7. Let ^ be a K0-bounded class of commutative rings. Then K0 

is a ^-ultrafunctor. 

Proof. Let {Rt} be a family in <€, R = I lR, . Suppose [P] - [Rr] is in the 
kernel of K0(R) —> YlK0(Ri). This means that, for each i, Pt = P ® R Rt is 
stably isomorphic to Rt

r. Suppose P, which has rank r, can be generated by n 
elements, and that k = fin), where / is the bounding function for ^. Then 
Pi ® Rik = R/+k for each i, so P 0 Rk = Rr+k. Thus P and Rr are also 
stably isomorphic. 

We note that the proof shows that all elements of the kernel are of constant 
rank zero, and hence, if K0 denotes the subgroup of K0 consisting of classes 
of rank 0, we have: 

COROLLARY 8. Let & be a K0-bounded class of commutative rings. Then Ko 
is a fé-ultrafunctor. 
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PROPOSITION 9. Let ^ be a Br-bounded class of commutative rings. Then Br 
is a &-ultrafunctor. 

Proof. Let [Rt] be a family in &, R = rift* and [A] in the kernel of 
Br(R) -* UBr(Ri). Then for each i,At = A ® R Rt = ENDfll.(P<) for some 
projective i? rmodule Pt. Suppose A has n generators and k = f{n) where / 
is the bounding function for ^. Then A t = E N D ^ Q * ) where Qt is projective 
with k generators. It follows that Q = TlQi is a finitely generated projective 
P-module and A = END «(C), so [A] = 0. 

We note some applications: K0, SKi} Br, and Pic are all trivial for the in
tegers Z. The class consisting of Z alone is K0- and £r-bounded. Thus if Z is 
a non-standard model of Z constructed by ultraproducts, the theorem and 
propositions show that the above four functors vanish on Z. 

The class consisting of the real numbers R above is clearly ^r-bounded. 
Thus if R is a non-standard model of R constructed by ultraproducts, then 
by Corollary 3 and Proposition 9, Br(R) is cyclic of order 2, so every division 
algebra over R comes from either R or the quarternions. 

The class of local rings is also clearly 5r-bounded. We can use this observa
tion and Proposition 9 to show that if R is a profinite ring, Br(R) is trivial: 
for by [4, Theorem 2, p. 87], R = TlRi, where each Rt is a complete local ring 
with finite residue class field. Now Br(R) —> Y[Br(Rt) is one-one, and it is 
known that Br(Rt) = 0. 
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